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 1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 

Trade Name: Mitre Apel Deboner-Metal 

Product Description: Mitre Apel Deboner-Metal can be usable for dissolver of adhesive. The adhesive is evaporated slowly 

which form is transparent liquid. It can penetrate target cyanoacrylate parts, thus, debonder can help to dissolve to adhesive. 

This material may solve on working area, put to use various surfaces and to use lavation solvent for distribution systems.   

User should try debonder product on small surface for conform with suitability. DEBONDER Metal is one component and 

solvent based material. This material has been shown flammable property. For this reason, has to accord standart precaution 

of  inflammable matter process for this material. 

 2.  TECHNICAL DATA 

Appearance: Liquid 

Colour: Clear, colorless 

Odour: Sharp, characteristic 

Viscosity: ~ 1 cps 

Density: 1,85-2,15 

Ph: 9-11 

 3. APPLICATIONS                                                   

Mitreapel Debonder  can be usable for solving curing cyanoacrylate product. Debonder is  suitable for cleaning up on metal 

surface. Solely, it cant be eligible for each metal surfaces, therefore, before the product usage, should arrange trial in a 

short field for understanding irritation effect. 

 4.  INSTRUCTIONS 

Mitreapel Debonder is used to uncure and dissolve cured instant adhesives and glues and remove the undesired residue of 

these chemicals. Debonder must be directly applied on the surface of the residue and let it set for 1-2 minutes, then must 

be cleaned with a fiber cloth or paper towel. 

 5.  PACKAGING 

It presented for 20 ml brush with bottle. 

 6. STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE 

  If product stored in favorable conditions, shelf life will be 12 months. 
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 7.  WARNINGS/ SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

Keep children away. 

Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for further information. 

 


